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We argue that usual quantum statics and the assumption of dynamical equivalence of mixed quantum states to probabilistic mixtures suffice to guarantee a linear quantum evolution law, which necessarily complies with the no-signaling condition. Alternatively, one may conceive nonlinear extensions of quantum dynamics that treat mixed states as elementary mixtures and reduce to a linear [and unitary] evolution on every pure state of a closed system. But if all entangled pure states of noninteracting systems evolve linearly, then elementary quantum mixtures cannot evolve nonlinearly without challenging quantum locality. Conversely, any such nonlinear extension that is relativistically well behaved, if it exists, demands a nonlinear evolution [decoherence] of pure entangled states. Wherefrom follows that the linear [unitary] evolution of entangled pure states provides an unequivocal signature of linear quantum dynamics.
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Introduction

It was recently claimed in ref.\cite{1} that the usual "quantum statics" supplemented by the no-signaling condition implies a completely positive, linear quantum dynamical law. The proof offered therein relies on the central notion that a mixed quantum state described by a density matrix $\hat{\rho}$ is always equivalent to, or can be prepared as, a classical probabilistic mixture of pure states $\{p_i, |\psi_i\rangle\}$, where $p_i$ denotes the probability of occurrence of the pure state $|\psi_i\rangle$. This assumption was criticized in ref.\cite{2} as leading directly to linearity, regardless of the no-signaling condition. We wish to give an expounded version of this criticism, and reexamine the role played by quantum nonlocality in enforcing dynamical linearity. We also review the issue of seemingly viable nonlinear alternatives, particularly the interesting class of nonlinear dynamics that retains the quantum theory of pure states in its linear form. For these cases we point out that the no-signaling condition leads to a simple criterion of dynamical (non)linearity: Quantum dynamics is (non)linear if and only if the entangled pure states of noninteracting systems evolve (non)linearly.

No-signaling and the linearity of quantum dynamics

Let us begin by recalling the argument of ref.\cite{1}. Consider an arbitrary quantum system, prepared in a mixed quantum state represented by the probabilistic mixture $\{p_i, |\psi_i\rangle\}$. If the density matrix corresponding to this mixture reads

$$\hat{\rho} = \sum_i p_i |\psi_i\rangle\langle \psi_i|,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

da a dynamical map $\hat{\rho} \rightarrow g(\hat{\rho})$, not necessarily linear, decomposes as a superposition of individual evolutions of its pure state components $|\psi_i\rangle$. In other words,

$$g(\hat{\rho}) = g \left( \sum_i p_i |\psi_i\rangle\langle \psi_i| \right) = \sum_i p_i g (|\psi_i\rangle\langle \psi_i|),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $g (|\psi_i\rangle\langle \psi_i|)$ need not be a pure state. Since this identity must apply to every probabilistic mixture described by the density matrix $\hat{\rho}$, it is concluded that the dynamical map $g$ must be linear.

The no-signaling condition enters the proof via an argument regarding the reduced state of a quantum system in an entangled pure state with a space-like separated counterpart. Since such a state cannot be prepared locally, one may question whether it represents an essentially indecomposable quantum state, i.e., an elementary mixture\cite{3, 4} [although this terminology is not employed in ref.\cite{1}]. On the other hand, the assumption of a potentially nonlinear dynamics necessarily implies the possibility that elementary and probabilistic mixtures may evolve differently. Suppose the latter claim is true, and [elementary] mixtures generated as reduced local states corresponding to entangled pure states may evolve differently than probabilistic mixtures with identical density matrices. In ref.\cite{1} it is shown that such a reduced state can be converted into any genuine probabilistic mixture with an identical density matrix by a remote maximal measurement on the entangled counterpart. If the no-signaling condition must apply, then the reduced state must necessarily evolve in the same linear manner as a probabilistic mixture, or the remote measurement could be detected locally. An additional argument concerning the complete positivity of the evolution concludes the proof.

Nevertheless, the above recourse to the no-signaling condition is not necessary once one accepts the interpretation of Eq. (2) that probabilistic mixtures must evolve linearly. It is sufficient to note instead that a similar
statement must apply to probabilistic mixtures of pure entangled states [entangled mixtures] of two noninteracting systems, say A and B. In a limiting case, the same can be said about all uncorrelated states of the form \( \hat{\rho}_{A+B} = \hat{\rho}_A \otimes \hat{\rho}_B \). If we require now that the uncorrelated states of noninteracting systems must evolve into uncorrelated states, it follows necessarily that the overall dynamical map \( g_{A+B} \) [which is linear] must be a direct product of local dynamical maps, \( g_{A+B} = g_A \otimes g_B \). Moreover, each of the local maps \( g_A \) and \( g_B \) must be linear, by the same line of reasoning derived from Eq.\( (3) \). Since the linear map \( g_A \otimes g_B \) must apply to entangled pure states as well, one must conclude that the corresponding reduced states also evolve linearly, whether they are probabilistic mixtures or not.

At this point one is led to reconsider the motivation behind the claim of ref.\( \text[1] \). The original observation was that any attempt to modify quantum physics, e.g., by introducing nonlinear evolution laws for pure states, ...easily leads to the possibility of superluminal communication” [\text[1], pg.1]. From this it was reasoned that, perhaps, the converse may be true, and linearity is secured by the relativistic impossibility of superluminal signaling [the no-signaling condition]. As pointed out in ref.\( [2] \), and emphasized in the preceding paragraph, this is not the case. Instead, the crucial conjecture leading to linearity is seen to be the postulated identification of mixed quantum states as probabilistic mixtures in the dynamical sense implicit in Eq.\( (3) \), or alternatively, the dynamical equivalence of probabilistic and elementary quantum mixtures. This equivalence proves sufficient to support the no-signaling condition, but the latter does not seem to be a prerequisite for linearity.

The term "dynamical equivalence” is used here to emphasize a distinction from a mere "static equivalence”. We reserve the latter term to mean that any measurement on a given mixed state can be reproduced identically by a similar measurement on a unique "probabilistic mixture” of pure states. This is a purely statistical statement, which in itself does not imply a "wavefunction collapse" during measurement, and thus need not involve the "projection postulate". In contrast, a "dynamical equivalence” states that the "statically equivalent” probabilistic mixture at time \( t \) is identical to the evolved by pure state propagation of the "statically equivalent” probabilistic mixture from an earlier time \( t_0 < t \). Note that a "static equivalence” does not require \textit{a priori} a "dynamic equivalence”. The reason is simply that the physical behaviour of a system is not defined only by its statistics, but also by interactions and, perhaps, self-interactions. In particular, the "static equivalence” of mixed states to probabilistic mixtures cannot assert the absence or presence of state-dependent self-interactions, and cannot rule out dynamical nonlinearity on its own. On the other hand, the "dynamical equivalence” expressed by Eq.\( (4) \) testifies precisely to the absence of any such self-interactions.

If we accept this distinction between static and dynamical equivalence, we may resolve that a corrected version of the theorem proposed in ref.\[1\] can read: Usual quantum statics and the dynamical equivalence of mixed quantum states to probabilistic mixtures implies a linear, completely positive quantum evolution law, which necessarily complies with the no-signaling condition.

This leaves us with the question why exactly nonlinear quantum evolution laws appear incompatible with the no-signaling condition \[6\] \[7\]. The answer remains essentially with the remote preparation procedure discussed in ref.\[1\]. It is not necessarily nonlinearity itself that is incompatible with no-signaling, but the induced distinguishability of probabilistic and elementary mixtures set against intrinsic quantum nonlocality. That is, if elementary mixtures can be converted by action-at-a-distance into probabilistic mixtures, then any local means to distinguish between the two types of mixtures, such as a nonlinear dynamics, or the nonlinear observables discussed in refs.\[3\] \[4\] \[5\], necessarily opens the possibility of superluminal communication.

Nonlocality and nonlinear quantum dynamics

One may object \textit{in extremis} that the concept of remote preparation leading to the above conclusion involves an implicit acceptance of the "projection postulate". For the sake of a closed argument, it may prove instructive to pursue an alternative theory that purposely avoids both the latter and probabilistic mixtures. Aside from a redefinition of mixed quantum states as elementary mixtures, we have in mind only an extension of the dynamical law, while all other "static” notions [including observables] are retained in their usual form.

In this case, it seems to us that one should acknowledge the exceptional experimental support amassed during the past decade \[12\] in favor of a linear [and unitary] dynamics of pure states in closed [isolated] systems. A theoretical argument in this direction also follows from a recent critique of nonlinear dynamics of pure states \[7\]. But counter-intuitive as may seem, this conjecture in itself does not preclude an intrinsically nonlinear dynamics for mixed states and does not imply Eq.\( (2) \). In fact, the literature already offers a number of positive, trace preserving nonlinear dynamics that reduce to a simple unitary evolution on all pure states of the state space \[3\] \[4\] \[10\] \[11\]. There are also arguments that well-behaved nonlinear dynamics, including some that propagate pure states unitarily, may indeed be formulated in a manner which avoids both the "wavefunction collapse" and a conflict with quantum nonlocality \[13\]. To keep this discussion self-contained, we provide a brief description of such dynamical maps in the next Section.

However, the following simple argument shows that no
nonlinear theory may account for the linear propagation of both the pure states of isolated systems and the entangled pure states of noninteracting systems without a conflict with the no-signaling condition. Consider again two noninteracting systems A and B, and suppose that all pure states of the joint system (A+B) evolve linearly, under a common propagator. By the same reasoning used previously for the case of probabilistic mixtures, uncorrelated pure states must evolve into uncorrelated pure states and the overall linear propagator must be a direct product of individual linear propagators for A and B. If one considers now an arbitrary entangled state, it follows that the corresponding reduced states must also evolve linearly. On the other hand, there are an infinity of entangled mixed states that produce the same reduced state for either one of the systems. But if entanglement is not to be distilled locally [the no-signaling condition], a given reduced state must evolve in the same manner, regardless of any entanglement with a remote counterpart. Hence the reduced states generated by entangled mixed states must also evolve linearly, which means in effect that the overall dynamics must be linear.

Conversely, if it proves possible at all to construct a nonlinear dynamics that is well-behaved with respect to the no-signaling condition, and also conforms to the pure state condition given above, this dynamics would necessarily predict thatpure entangled states of noninteracting systems must evolve, and very likely decohere into mixed states, in a nonlinear manner. We are led in this way to the linearity criterion stated in the opening paragraph, and which we recall here for convenience: If all pure states of nonseparable, isolated systems evolve linearly, then the overall quantum dynamics is linear if and only if the entangled pure states of noninteracting systems evolve linearly.

A general framework for nonlinear quantum dynamics

Let us now outline how a nonlinear dynamics with the above properties can be formulated. The reader interested in a more elaborate approach is referred to the extensive work on nonlinear von Neumann equations in refs. [8, 9, 10], and also to some interesting results on a nonlinear entropic extension [11, 12]. We find that an easy way into this problem is provided by a square-root representation of density matrices as

\[ \hat{\rho} = \hat{\gamma} \cdot \gamma \]

where the nonhermitian state operator [square-root] \[ \hat{\gamma} \] has unit norm in the standard operator inner product \[ \langle \delta | \beta \rangle = Tr[\delta^\dagger \beta] \]. Any two \[ \gamma, \gamma' \] yielding the same density matrix \[ \rho \] are related as \[ \gamma' = \gamma \cdot U \], with \[ U \] a unitary transformation, \[ U U^\dagger = U^\dagger U = I \]. The task of finding positive, trace preserving maps \[ \hat{\rho} \to \hat{g}(\hat{\rho}) \] on the convex set of density matrices \[ \hat{\rho} \] now becomes equivalent to finding norm preserving maps \[ u : \hat{\gamma} \to u(\hat{\gamma}) \] on the linear space of state operators \[ \hat{\gamma} \], with the property that all \[ \hat{\gamma} \] corresponding to a unique \[ \rho \] are mapped into \[ u(\hat{\gamma}) \] corresponding to a unique \[ g(\rho) \]. Note that maps \[ u \] with this property automatically guarantee the positivity of the corresponding map \[ g \] on density matrices. Note also that "overlap probabilities" \[ |\langle \alpha | \beta \rangle|^2 \] need not be conserved [in fact, do not have any physical meaning], and as a result there is no Wigner theorem to restrict the maps \[ u \] to linear or antilinear applications.

Let us begin by searching for maps that produce an evolution equation of the form

\[ i\hbar \dot{\hat{\gamma}} = G(\hat{\gamma} \cdot \gamma) \cdot \hat{\gamma} \]

where the generator \[ G \] is in general a nonhermitian operator that may have a nonlinear dependence on \[ \hat{\gamma} \cdot \gamma \]. Equations of this type are obviously invariant under transformations \[ \hat{\gamma} \to \hat{\gamma} U \], and generate well-defined equations of motion for the density matrix provided the norm \[ (\hat{\gamma} | \hat{\gamma}) = Tr[\hat{\rho}] \] is conserved. If \[ G(\hat{\rho}) \] is represented as \[ G(\hat{\rho}) = K(\hat{\rho}) + i\Gamma(\hat{\rho}) \], with \[ K = K^\dagger \] and \[ \Gamma = \Gamma^\dagger \], the density matrix equation of motion derived from Eq.(3) reads

\[ i\hbar \dot{\hat{\rho}} = [K(\hat{\rho}), \hat{\rho}] + i \{ \Gamma(\hat{\rho}), \hat{\rho} \} \]

and the norm/trace conservation condition amounts to

\[ (\gamma | \Gamma | \gamma) = 0 \]

where \[ \Gamma \] denotes the superoperator defined by \[ \Gamma \hat{\gamma} = \Gamma(\hat{\gamma} \cdot \gamma^\dagger) \cdot \hat{\gamma} \]. Should \[ \Gamma \] be restricted to a linear application, Eq.(3) would simply imply that \[ \Gamma = 0 \], and Eq.(4) would reduce to the nonlinear von Neumann equations studied in refs. [8, 9]. Nevertheless, this is not the case when \[ \Gamma \] is a nonlinear application. A typical counterexample is provided, e.g., by the superoperator \[ \Gamma \hat{\gamma} = \Gamma(\hat{\gamma} \cdot \gamma^\dagger) \cdot \hat{\gamma} \]. Condition (4) states that \[ \Gamma \] must be in the class of zero-mean superoperators, which is a particular class of fixed-mean superoperators, satisfying \[ (\gamma | \Gamma | \gamma) = const. \] for any vector \[ \hat{\gamma} \] in their domain.

Interestingly enough, the norm conservation condition (4) also guarantees that the dynamics (3) always takes pure states to pure states. To see this, it is sufficient to verify that demanding \[ (d/dt)(\hat{\rho}^2 - \rho) = \hat{\rho} \dot{\hat{\rho}} + \dot{\hat{\rho}} \hat{\rho} - \dot{\rho} = 0 \] for \[ \dot{\rho}^2 = \rho \langle \psi | \psi \rangle \] requires \[ \dot{\rho} \Gamma(\rho) \dot{\rho} = 0 \], or equivalently, \[ \langle \psi | \Gamma(|\psi \rangle \langle \psi | \rangle) \langle \psi \rangle = 0 \]. But since a square-root \[ \gamma \] for the pure state density matrix can only read \[ \gamma = |\psi \rangle \langle \psi | \] with \[ |\phi \rangle \] an arbitrary normalized state vector, \[ \langle \phi | \phi \rangle = 1 \], it is seen that Eq.(4) reduces to \[ \langle \psi | \Gamma(|\psi \rangle \langle \psi |) \langle \psi \rangle = 0 \] as well.

In general, the pure state evolution generated by Eq.(4) is nonlinear. But there is a subclass of dynamics for which the right hand side of Eq.(3) reduces to the familiar commutator form \[ [H, \hat{\rho}] \], with a unique linear and hermitian \[ H \], whenever \[ \hat{\rho} = \hat{\rho}^2 \]. In other words,
there are nonlinear dynamics \([4]\) that comply with our "pure state condition", and propagate all pure states in a linear and unitary fashion. For a nontrivial example consider \(K(\dot{\rho}) = H\dot{\rho} + \dot{\rho}^3H[1]\), and \(\Gamma(\dot{\rho}) = \sigma [\dot{\rho}^r - (Tr(\dot{\rho}^{r+1})/Tr(\dot{\rho})] \), with \(q\) and \(r\) positive scalars, and \(\sigma\) a generally nonlinear functional of \(\dot{\rho}\). It is also possible to include supplementary conservation laws, e.g., energy conservation. For this case it suffices to redefine \(\Gamma(\dot{\rho}) = \sigma [\dot{\rho}^r - \xi H - \zeta I] \), where the scalars \(\zeta\) and \(\xi\) enter as Lagrange parameters to be determined from the norm and energy conservation conditions [see also Sec.VI of ref. [4]]. Straightforward algebra will show that in both cases \([K(\dot{\rho}), \dot{\rho}] + i\{\Gamma(\dot{\rho}), \dot{\rho}\} = [H, \dot{\rho}]\) when \(\dot{\rho}^2 = \dot{\rho}\).

The general solution for Eq.\([4]\) can be constructed in the form \(\dot{\gamma}(t) = S_\rho(t) \cdot \gamma(0)\), where the \(\dot{\rho}\)-dependent propagator \(S_\rho(t)\) satisfies

\[
\dot{\rho}(t) = S_\rho(t)\rho(0)S_\rho^\dagger(t),
\]

can be written symbolically as \(S_\rho(t) = T \exp \left[ -(i/\hbar) \int_0^t d\tau G(\dot{\rho}(\tau)) \right] \). The associated solution for the density matrix reads then

\[
\dot{\rho}(t) = S_\rho(t)\rho(0)S_\rho^\dagger(t),
\]

while the probability conservation condition becomes

\[
Tr \left[ S_\rho(t)\rho(0)S_\rho^\dagger(t) \right] = 1 \text { [similarly, energy conservation leads to} \]

\[
Tr \left[ H S_\rho(t)\rho(0)S_\rho^\dagger(t) \right] = \text{const.}. \]

A dynamics of the type described by Eq.\([8]\) becomes physically meaningful if, in addition, it complies with the no-signaling condition. In particular, the uncorrelated states of two noninteracting systems, \(A\) and \(B\), must propagate into uncorrelated states \([separability]\), and entangled mixed states that produce identical local initial conditions must generate identical local evolutions \([locality]\). To reconcile these requirements, one may adapt Polchinski’s conjecture \([3]\) [see also \([1, 13]\)], and postulate the total propagator as the product of local propagators for the local reduced states, i.e., \(S_{\rho_{AB}}(t) = S_{\rho_{AB}}^{(A)}(t) \otimes S_{\rho_{AB}}^{(B)}(t)\). Accordingly, the total generator must read

\[
G^{(AB)}(\dot{\rho}_{AB}) = G^{(A)}(T_{\rho B}\dot{\rho}_{AB}) + G^{(B)}(T_{\rho A}\dot{\rho}_{AB}).
\]

Despite its artificial aspect, this definition finds a natural justification if the density matrix in the original equation of motion \([3]\) is interpreted from the beginning as a local state obtained by averaging out possible entanglement with a noninteracting environment \(\rho \rightarrow \rho_{loc} = T_{\rho_{env}}[\rho_{loc+env}]\). If the generators \(G\) are hermitian \([\Gamma = 0]\), the propagators \(S\) are unitary, and this conjecture proves sufficient to guarantee the separability and locality of the nonlinear dynamics \([1]\). For the general case, however, one must require explicitly that propagation \([8]\) be \emph{completely positive}. That is, extending the state space of a given system by entanglement with a passive environment must leave \emph{both} the system and the environment locally unaffected. Since the above definition for a joint propagator already guarantees that the local system state remains unaffected, \emph{complete positivity} demands in fact that \(\dot{\rho}_{B}(t) \equiv Tr_A\dot{\rho}_{AB}(t) = 0\) or, with reference to Eq.\([8]\), that

\[
Tr_A \left[ \Gamma^{(A)}(Tr_{B}\dot{\rho}_{AB}) \cdot \dot{\rho}_{AB} \right] = 0
\]

for any joint state \(\dot{\rho}_{AB}(t)\). It is a simple exercise to verify that condition \([\dot{9}]\) is indeed necessary and sufficient to support the locality of the dynamics defined by Eq.\([8]\).

The class of nonlinear extensions outlined above is far from exhaustive. For instance, a straightforward generalization can be obtained from a convex linear superposition \([of\ a\ finite\ number]\) of such processes, by defining

\[
\dot{\rho}(t) = \sum_k \lambda_k S_{\rho_k}^{(k)}(t)\dot{\rho}(0) \left[ S_{\rho_k}^{(k)}(t) \right]^\dagger,
\]

for \(\lambda_k > 0\). Here the lower label \(\dot{\rho}_k\) means that the propagator \(S_{\rho_k}^{(k)}\) is to be understood as generated exclusively by process \(k\) if starting from the initial state \(\rho(0)\) [in effect \(\dot{\rho}(t) = \sum_k \lambda_k \dot{\rho}_k(t)\)]. Evidently, if every individual process is completely positive, conserves probability [and energy], and propagates pure states in a linear manner, the total process also will display the same properties and will qualify as a physically meaningful dynamics. Note that pure states need not propagate unitarily in this case, since individual processes may contribute distinct linear generators in the pure state limit. For example, one may take nonlinear unitary processes generated by \(K_k(\dot{\rho}_k) = H_k\dot{\rho}_k^{(k)} + \dot{\rho}_k^{(k)} H_k\) and \(\Gamma_k = 0\), where the scalars \(\dot{q}_k > 0\) and the linear, hermitian operators \(H_k\) are generally distinct for every \(k\). Then each process propagates pure states unitarily into pure states with a different "Hamiltonian" \(H_k\), but the total pure state propagator is no longer unitary, unless \(H_k = H, \forall k\).

As pointed out earlier, a theory of this sort assumes implicitly that all density matrices represent \emph{elementary mixtures}. If this premise is to remain self-consistent, it is necessary to avoid the use of the projection postulate in any description of measurement processes, e.g., in the manner of ref.\([13]\).

Regardless, however, the argument presented in this letter suggests that a decisive answer to the (non)linearity problem can be provided in two steps:

\(i)\) a test of linear [and unitary] propagation of pure states in closed systems, which is already available \([12]\):

\(i)\) a test of linear [and unitary] propagation of entangled pure states of noninteracting systems.